INTRODUCTION
============

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have become one of the most widely used electrical energy storage technologies and have enabled the wireless revolution of consumer electronics ([@R1]). There has been a significant research effort to improve the specific energy of LIBs for emerging applications such as electric vehicles ([@R2]). Conventional cathode materials used in LIBs are typically Li-containing transition metal (TM) oxides or phosphates (for example, LiCoO~2~, LiFePO~4~, and LiMn~2~O~4~) ([@R3]--[@R5]) that can store (release) electrical energy via (de-)insertion of Li^+^ ions, accompanied by redox reactions of the TM cation. The specific capacity of the cathode is limited by the number of electrons per TM cation that can participate in the redox reaction. This exclusive dependence on the TM cations as the redox center in cathode materials typically used in LIBs has been challenged by the recent discovery of oxygen redox reactivity in Li-excess cathode materials. Koga *et al*. ([@R6]) and Sathiya *et al*. ([@R7], [@R8]) first reported that the enhanced capacities in Li~1.20~Mn~0.54~Co~0.13~Ni~0.13~O~2~ and Li~2~Ru~1−*y*~Sn~*y*~O~3~ can be realized via reversible anionic redox: O^2−^→(O~2~)^*n*−^. In a number of further studies, the redox activity of the anionic species, oxygen, has been confirmed, for example, during the electrochemical cycling of the Li~4~FeSbO~6~ ([@R9]), Li~3~NbO~4~ ([@R10]), and β-Li~2~IrO~3~ ([@R11]) compounds. Understanding the origin of the oxygen redox, therefore, has become essential. McCalla *et al*. ([@R12]) and Grimaud *et al*. ([@R13]) proposed that the Li-driven reversible formation of peroxo-like (O~2~)^*n*−^ species boosts the energy storage capacity of these Li-excess materials. Different explanations have been given by Luo *et al*. ([@R14]), Seo *et al*. ([@R15]), and Zhan *et al*. ([@R16]) who suggest that the formation of localized electron holes on O atoms with local Li-excess environments \[contrary to (O~2~)^*n*−^ dimers\] is responsible for the excess capacity during Li removal. Exploration of these Li-rich compounds with combined cationic and anionic redox chemistry, high energy density, no O~2~ loss, and low cost is still ongoing and has drawn significant attentions from the electrochemical energy storage field.

Recently, Freire *et al*. ([@R17]) reported a new disordered rock salt--type Li-excess Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ cathode material with partially occupied cation and anion sites that exhibits a discharge capacity of 355 mA·hour g^−1^ in the first cycle within an operating voltage window of 1.2 to 4.2 V versus Li/Li^+^. On subsequent cycling, the material is reported to preserve its rock salt structure with a discharge capacity of \~250 mA·hour g^−1^. A complex delithiation mechanism was proposed, consisting of three possible redox couples, Mn^3+^/Mn^4+^, O^2−^/O^1−^, and Mn^4+^/Mn^5+^, based on magnetic susceptibility measurements ([@R17]), as shown in the [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\left. Li_{4}Mn_{2}^{3 +}O_{5}^{2 -}\rightarrow 4Li^{+} + 4e^{-} + Mn_{\mathit{x}}^{4 +}Mn_{2 - \mathit{x}}^{5 +}O_{5 - \mathit{x}}^{2 -}O_{\mathit{x}}^{1 -}(0 \leq \mathit{x} \leq 2) \right.$$

However, the formation of an octahedrally coordinated Mn^5+^ (as in the rock salt structure) during electrochemical delithiation is rather rare. Mn^5+^ ions are usually tetrahedrally coordinated by oxygen atoms, such as in Li~3~MnO~4~ ([@R18]). Many factors can contribute to the difficulty in oxidizing Mn^4+^ to Mn^5+^, and in this study, we use the crystal field theory, which has been widely applied ([@R19], [@R20]), to analyze the preference of Mn^5+^ toward tetrahedral coordination. For a given metal/ligand, the energy level splitting (Δ~oct~) of a metal *d* orbital by an octahedral field of ligands is larger than that caused by a tetrahedral field (Δ~tet~), as schematically shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} ([@R19], [@R20]). In addition, the ordering of the split energy levels, t~2g~ and e~g~, in an octahedral field is opposite to that in a tetrahedral field. Consequently, the energy required to remove an electron from the low-lying t~2g~ levels of an octahedrally coordinated metal ion (Δ*E*~oct~; see [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) is significantly larger than that needed to remove an electron from the high-lying t~2g~ levels of a tetrahedrally coordinated metal ion (Δ*E*~tet~). Furthermore, the energy needed to remove an electron from the high-lying e~g~ orbital (Δ*E*~oct~′) is much smaller compared to that needed to remove an electron from the t~2g~ orbital (Δ*E*~oct~) in an octahedral field. As a result, the oxidation of octahedrally coordinated Mn^4+^ to Mn^5+^ would require an impractically high voltage compared to the oxidation of octahedrally coordinated Mn^3+^ to Mn^4+^. Hence, it is therefore worth examining the TM/O redox mechanism in Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~. Furthermore, the structural evolution and ionic coordination of redox active species in Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ during the (de-)lithiation are not completely understood and also warrant further investigation. In addition, because of the difficulty of oxidizing Mn^4+^ to Mn^5+^, improving the structural stability and electrochemical properties of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ by doping or substitution of Mn with a different TM that can easily access an oxidation state greater than 4+ is an appealing prospect.

![Energy levels of the Mn *d* orbitals in octahedral and tetrahedral coordinations.\
The energies needed to oxidize octahedrally coordinated (i) Mn^3+^(occupation, d^4^) to Mn^4+^(d^3^) and (ii) Mn^4+^(d^3^) to Mn^5+^(d^2^) to the reference state *E*~R~ (Li metal) are indicated by the dashed and solid red arrows, respectively. The energy needed to oxidize tetrahedrally coordinated (iii) Mn^4+^(d^3^) to Mn^5+^(d^2^) is indicated by the solid blue arrow. The energy Δ*E*~oct~ required to remove an electron from the t~2g~ levels of octahedrally coordinated Mn^4+^ is significantly larger than that (Δ*E*~tet~) needed to remove an electron from t~2g~ levels of tetrahedrally coordinated Mn^4+^. The oxidation of octahedrally coordinated Mn^4+^ to Mn^5+^ is rarely observed.](aao6754-F1){#F1}

First-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been widely used as effective tools to study battery materials to explore new, high-performance electrode materials and understand in detail the underlying mechanisms during electrochemical reactions ([@R21]--[@R24]). Freire *et al*. ([@R17]) reported that the charge and discharge processes of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ involve a series of intermediate phases and redox activities for both Mn and O. Here, we first give a detailed atomistic-level picture for the origin of the observed simultaneous anionic and cationic redox activity in this promising new high-capacity material. Moreover, we provide a mechanistic explanation behind the performance degradation/large polarization during the electrochemical cycling of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~, address the thermodynamic phase stability of this compound, and give guidance to future experimental efforts in the synthesis of this Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ electrode. Furthermore, we offer predictions for doping/alloying of this compound for improved electrochemical properties and cyclability by performing a comprehensive high-throughput DFT screening for Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~-derived cathode materials. Our predictions/discoveries shed light on simultaneous cation/anion redox in this high--energy density electrode and provide predictions of new compounds awaiting experimental validation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Determining the rock salt--type structure of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~
-----------------------------------------------------------

Mechanical milling, as applied in the Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ experimental study ([@R17]), has been proven to be a viable solid-state processing route for the synthesis of various equilibrium and nonequilibrium phases ([@R25]). Structural disordering and thermodynamic metastability can be introduced to the synthesized compounds through ball milling, such as in the intermetallic GdAl~2~ compound ([@R26]) or in cation-disordered oxides Li~3~NbO~4~ ([@R10]) and Li~1.25~Nb~0.25~Mn~0.5~O~2~ ([@R27]). According to the X-ray diffraction analysis of Freire *et al*. ([@R17]), Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ forms adopt a disordered rock salt--type structure with Li/Mn mixed on the cation sites and O/vacancies (Vacs) mixed on the anion sites (see [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we use the special quasi-random structure (SQS) method ([@R28]--[@R30]) using a rock salt--based 108-site supercell with Li/Mn occupying the 54 cation sites in a 2:1 ratio and O/Vac occupying the 54 anion sites in a 5:1 ratio. The SQS was generated (see [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) using a Monte Carlo algorithm as implemented in the Alloy Theoretic Automated Toolkit (ATAT) package ([@R28]--[@R30]) with the pair and triplet correlation functions of the SQS constrained to be identical to those of the statistically random compound (Li/Mn occupying the cation sites and O/Vac occupying the anion sites) at least up to the third nearest neighbor.

![Determining the rock salt--type structure of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~.\
(**A**) A schematic illustration of the disordered rock salt Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ structure with Li/Mn randomly mixed on the cationic sites and O/Vac randomly mixed on the anionic sites. (**B**) Simulated disordered structure using the SQS method. (**C**) Predicted ground-state structure of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~, with all Mn octahedrally coordinated by O atoms and Li ions square-planarly or square-pyramidally coordinated because of O/Vac neighboring (space group *Cmmm*). (**D**) Total energy distribution of the 100 structures selected, the SQS structure, and the Na~4~Mn~2~O~5~ prototype structure from DFT calculations. The *Cmmm* structure as predicted in this study exhibits the lowest total energy.](aao6754-F2){#F2}

In addition, we also study ionic ordering in the Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ compound. We determine the lowest-energy, ground-state structure of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ by exploring a vast number of geometrically distinct Li/Mn/O ordered configurations using DFT calculations. Starting from the cubic rock salt primitive cell, we generate two sets of supercells: (i) containing 6 cations and 6 anions with all symmetrically distinct supercell shapes; and (ii) containing 12 cations and 12 anions with two specific shapes, given by 3 × 2 × 2 and 2 × 3 × 2 multiples of the primitive rock salt unit cell. We then populate the cation sites with Li and Mn atoms in the ratio of 2:1 and introduce Vacs on the anion sites with a O/Vac ratio of 1:5. A total of 616 geometrically different configurations were generated using the Enum code ([@R31]--[@R33]). We calculated the electrostatic total energy for all configurations using nominal charge states for the ions in the system as a quick energy sampling step ([@R34]). All structures were ranked by their normalized electrostatic energies, 100 Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ structures with the lowest electrostatic energies were fully relaxed, and their energies were calculated using DFT. We find that the structure with the lowest DFT total energy, that is, the ground-state structure of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~, has a space group *Cmmm*, with all Mn^3+^ ions octahedrally coordinated by six oxygen atoms (see [Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Meanwhile, Li ions are square-planarly or square-pyramidally coordinated by four or five oxygen atoms as a result of O/Vac neighboring. The cation ordering between Li and Mn in our proposed Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ ground-state structure is the ordering of the Ga~2~Zr compound (see fig. S1) ([@R35]) with the crystallographic information given in table S1. The fully relaxed DFT energy of the SQS is found to be higher than the ordered ground state by 119 meV per atom (34 ordered structures having lower total energies; see [Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We note that the isoelectronic compound Na~4~Mn~2~O~5~ is known and adopts an ordered rock salt--type structure (*Fddd*), as shown in fig. S2 ([@R36]). Using this structure type for the Li compound, we find that Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ in the *Fddd* structure type exhibits a total energy 4 meV per atom higher than the *Cmmm* structure we found here. The thermodynamic and dynamical stability of the ordered *Cmmm* Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ structure is discussed in detail in the following section.

Li-Mn-O phase diagram and thermodynamic stability of ordered (*Cmmm*) Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Phase diagrams represent the thermodynamic phase equilibria of multicomponent systems and provide useful information on reactions of phases. Although the experimental determination of a phase diagram for specific system is significantly time- and labor-consuming, we can accelerate the phase diagram constructions by calculating energies of all known compounds in a specific chemical system using DFT and using them to construct a *T* = 0 K convex hull ([@R37], [@R38]). Here, we constructed ternary Li-M-O ground-state convex hulls using the structures with the lowest energy for each composition for M = Mn and all metal elements with possible oxidation states of 5+ or above: that is, M = Bi, Cr, Ir, Mo, Nb, Os, Pd, Pr, Pt, Re, Rh, Ru, Sb, Ta, V, and W ([@R39]). All compounds within each Li-M-O ternary system were adopted from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) ([@R40]). The elemental reference states (Li, M, and nonsolid O~2~) were obtained by fitting ([@R41]) to experimental formation energies, mainly from two major databases, the SGTE (Scientific Group Thermodata Europe) substance database (SSUB) and a database constructed by Nash *et al*. ([@R41]--[@R46]). Calculations to construct equilibrium Li-M-O phase diagrams were carried out within the Open Quantum Materials Database (OQMD) framework ([@R43], [@R47]). We construct the convex hull of stable phases, that is, the set of compounds that have an energy lower than that of any other compound or linear combination of compounds at that composition, for each ternary Li-M-O system. Using these convex hulls or *T* = 0 K, phase diagrams, we can then evaluate the ground-state stability of TM oxides, for example, Li~4~M~2~O~5~ and Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~, by using the Grand Canonical Linear Programming (GCLP) technique ([@R43], [@R48]).

The Li-Mn-O phase diagram (*T* = 0 K) is shown in [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} with the ground-state, stable compounds marked by filled circles (that is, having lower energy than the linear combination of other structures). Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ is shown as an empty circle, which is compositionally located on the tie line between Li~2~O and LiMnO~2~. Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ at *T* = 0 K is predicted to have an energy only slightly higher (+13.6 meV per atom) than a two-phase mixture of Li~2~O and LiMnO~2~. The Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ compound is therefore not a ground-state structure but rather is unstable at *T* = 0 K, albeit by a very small energy. The compound is very close to the convex hull and hence may be stabilized at elevated temperatures by entropic contributions, for example, vibrational entropy. Our DFT-calculated phonon dispersion of the *Cmmm* Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ is provided in [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. No imaginary phonons are shown in [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, which indicates that our predicted Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ compound is dynamically stable.

![Thermodynamic and dynamic stabilities of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~.\
(**A**) Calculated Li-Mn-O (*T* = 0 K) phase diagram. The Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ phase is slightly higher in energy (13.6 meV per atom) relative to that of the ground-state phases---a mixture of Li~2~O and LiMnO~2~. (**B**) Phonon dispersion of the ground-state Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ and (**C**) calculated temperature-dependent free energy of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ (red dashed line), Li~2~O (orange dotted line), and LiMnO~2~ (green dotted line), as well as the stability (purple solid line) of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ versus temperature relative to Li~2~O and LiMnO~2~ phase mixtures. We find that Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ is dynamically stable and can be entropically stabilized at \~1350 K.](aao6754-F3){#F3}

By computing the harmonic phonons and vibrational entropies of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), LiMnO~2~ (fig. S3), and Li~2~O (fig. S4), we can calculate the temperature dependence of the free energies between these three competing phases. Using the free energies for each of the three compounds, we can calculate the stability (formation free energy) for Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ as *Stability*(Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~) = *F* (Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~) − *F* (Li~2~O) − 2*F* (LiMnO~2~). The stability of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ as the function of *T* is shown in [Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, with a temperature at which Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ is stabilized of approximately 1350 K. The positive formation entropy is mainly due to the small entropy of Li~2~O, stemming from the light Li atom and strong bonding interaction between Li and O, as shown in fig. S4. Due to the relatively small entropy differences between phases, the uncertainty of this temperature (for example, due to an uncertainty of ±1 meV per atom in free energy) results in a range of transition temperatures of 1240 to 1450 K. Our calculations then suggest that the Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ compound is stable at high temperatures, implying the favored formation of this compound above the transition temperature. However, the elevated temperature would also favor ionic disorder because of the greater configurational entropy contribution. Therefore, a competition occurs between (i) the stability of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ (either ordered or disordered) with respect to decomposition and (ii) the order-disorder transformation of cations in Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~. As a result, the synthesizabilities of the ordered and disordered phases depend on the thermodynamics associated with this competition. Depending on these competing free energies, a temperature window can exist where the ordered phase is stable with respect to both decomposition and the disordered phase and hence should be synthesizable (fig. S5A). If the entropy of the disordered phase is significantly larger than the ordered phase, the order-disorder transformation would occur at a lower temperature than the decomposition reaction; hence, only the disordered phase would be thermodynamically stable, and it might be possible to only synthesize the disordered phase (fig. S5B). As a result of these thermodynamic arguments, we suggest that the synthesis of the ordered Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ compound might be difficult (although it has been accomplished for a disordered phase of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ and an ordered compound of Na~4~Mn~2~O~5~). The possible stable decomposition phases are LiMnO~2~, Li~2~O, Li~2~MnO~3~, and Li~6~MnO~4~, as predicted by the Li-Mn-O phase diagram, which might be observed as "impurity" phases during synthesis.

Electrochemical delithiation process of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ and TM/O redox competition
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Having explored the structural ordering and thermodynamic stability of the Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ phase, we next explore the electrochemical delithiation process of this compound. To examine delithiation, we calculated the energies of disordered SQS-Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ and the fully delithiated SQS-Li~0~Mn~2~O~5~. Meanwhile, we consider compositions of Li~*x*~Mn~2~O~5~ (where *x* = 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0) in which (4 − *x*) Li^+^ ion(s) are removed from the original ordered *Cmmm* Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ structure using many geometrically distinct configurations, and they are further relaxed using DFT. We evaluate the energies for these structures according to the following reaction: Li~*x*~Mn~2~O~5~→Mn~2~O~5~ + *x*Li^+^. The energies of these ordered/disordered delithiation products are plotted, and the delithiation convex hull of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~-Mn~2~O~5~ is then constructed, as shown in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. In [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, the delithiation convex hull of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~-Mn~2~O~5~ is shown, where the ordered Li~*x*~Mn~2~O~5~ (where *x* = 3, 2, and 1) and disordered SQS-Li~*x*~Mn~2~O~5~ (where *x* = 0) structures are found to be on the hull. By converting the energies along this delithiation pathway into voltages, we find that voltage range obtained from our calculation (2.6 to 4.0 V) is in reasonable agreement with the voltage range measured in the first experimental delithiation (2.5 to 4.3 V) in [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}.

![Electrochemical delithiation process of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~.\
(**A**) Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~-Mn~2~O~5~ convex hull with calculated delithiated structures generated from ordered and disordered (SQS) Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ phase. (**B**) Corresponding voltage profile during the delithiation process in Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~, the voltage range obtained from our calculation reasonably matches the interval as measured in the first experimental delithiation ([@R17]).](aao6754-F4){#F4}

We next use our calculations of the Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ phase and its delithiation products to interrogate in detail the TM/O redox sequence. We examine the oxidation states of Mn and O ions during the delithiation process and investigate the local atomistic environments for cations and anions. The oxidation states can be determined by comparing calculated magnetizations of Mn and O ions with the number of unpaired electrons of the corresponding ions with known oxidation states. The numbers of unpaired electrons for Mn^3+^ (octahedrally coordinated), Mn^4+^ (octahedrally coordinated), and Mn^5+^ (tetrahedrally coordinated) are 4, 3, and 2, respectively, as shown in fig. S6A; and the numbers of unpaired electrons for O^2−^ and O^1−^ (octahedrally coordinated) are 0 and 1, respectively (fig. S6B). We find that the electrochemical delithiation of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ can be categorized in three different reaction steps, where each step contains a dominant redox of either TM or O ions:

### Cationic redox Mn^3+^/Mn^4+^ delithiation (Li~x~Mn~2~O~5~, 4 \> x \> 2)

During the delithiation process of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~→Li~3~Mn~2~O~5~→Li~2~Mn~2~O~5~, we find that the Mn magnetizations decrease from 3.94 bohr magneton (μ~B~)→3.56 μ~B~→3.14 μ~B~ (see fig. S6A), indicating an overall oxidation of Mn^3+^ to Mn^4+^. Meanwhile, the O magnetizations retain a value between 0.01 and 0.14 μ~B~ (see fig. S6B), implying a constant anion oxidation state of O^2−^. The initial energetic preference of TM redox over O redox is confirmed by examining the projected density of states (p-DOS) of O 2*p* and Mn 3*d* orbitals (e~g~ and t~2g~) of O^2−^ and Mn^3+^ ions in both ordered and disordered Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~. As shown in [Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the contribution from Mn e~g~ to the valence band immediately below the Fermi level (*E*~F~) is larger than that from O, which shows a preference for electron extraction from Mn ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) during the initial stages of the charging process, as discussed in the Introduction. As a result, the first delithiation step is dominated by the cationic redox of Mn^3+^/Mn^4+^. It is interesting to connect the competition between cation and anion redox to the local ionic environments in the Li~*x*~Mn~2~O~5~ structures. Recently, Seo *et al*. ([@R15]) proposed that a specific local Li-excess environment around the oxygen atoms (that is, a Li-O-Li linear configuration) is a key structural signature indicating the feasibility of both cationic (TM) and anodic (oxygen) redox process in Li-rich cathode materials. In other words, the electrons from the oxygen atom in this local Li-O-Li configuration can more easily contribute to the redox process because of the overlapping TM states and O 2p states. Our examination of the local environments of oxygen shows that many O ions are in this Li-O-Li configuration in the ordered (*Cmmm*) and disordered structures, as shown in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. However, we find that Mn^3+^-to-Mn^4+^ cation oxidation is still the main redox contribution during the initial charging process. After two Li^+^ ions are removed (that is, Li~2~Mn~2~O~5~), a large fraction of O ions (four-fifth) still remain in these linear Li-excess environments (see [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The p-DOS of O 2*p* and Mn 3*d* orbitals (e~g~ and t~2g~) for O^2−^ ions in the Li-excess environment and nearest neighbor Mn^4+^ ions is shown in [Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. The contribution from oxygen in the valence band immediately below *E*~F~ is significantly larger than that coming from Mn t~2g~, implying the possibility of oxygen redox participation in the second delithiation step, as described below. Taking extra electrons out from the t~2g~ orbital of Mn is significantly more difficult compared with the e~g~ orbital ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), as discussed in Introduction.

![Cationic and anionic redox sequence during the delithiation of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~.\
(**A**) Local atomistic environments for Mn and O ions in Li~*x*~Mn~2~O~5~ (where *x* = 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0). (**B**) Energies needed to oxidize octahedrally coordinated Mn^3+^(d^4^) and Mn^4+^(d^3^) and tetrahedrally coordinated Mn^4+^(d^3^) to the reference state *E*~R~ (Li metal) (indicated by the red arrows). p-DOS of the O 2*p* and Mn 3*d* orbitals (e~g~ and t~2g~) of O^2−^ ions in the "Li-O-Li" configurations and the nearest Mn ions in (**C**) Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~, (**D**) Li~2~Mn~2~O~5~, and (**E**) LiMn~2~O~5~. (**F**) Energy difference between ordered and disordered Mn~2~O~5~ with the partial Mn migration from octahedral to tetrahedral sites. The redox reaction along with the Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ delithiation proceeds in three steps: (i) cationic Mn^3+^/Mn^4+^ (4 \> *x* \> 2), (ii) anionic O^2−^/O^1−^ (2 \> *x* \> 1), and (iii) mixed cationic Mn^4+^/Mn^5+^ and anionic O^2−^/O^1−^ (1 \> *x* \> 0). The oxidation of Mn^4+^ to Mn^5+^ necessitates the migration of the Mn ion from its octahedral site to a nearby unoccupied tetrahedral site and impairs the reaction reversibility.](aao6754-F5){#F5}

### Anionic redox O^2−^/O^1−^ dominant delithiation (Li~x~Mn~2~O~5~, 2 \> x \> 1)

Upon further delithiation of Li~2~Mn~2~O~5~ into LiMn~2~O~5~, we find that the observed Mn magnetizations are largely constant in the range of 3.14 to 3.30 μ~B~, indicative of Mn^4+^, consistent with the experimental findings ([@R17]). Here, the Mn ions are still octahedrally coordinated. We find that one-fifth of the O ions exhibit magnetic moments around 0.69 μ~B~, implying the partial oxidation of O^2−^ toward O^1−^. By examining the local atomistic environments of all O^1−^ ions in Li~1~Mn~2~O~5~ and by comparing to their previous local environments in Li~2~Mn~2~O~5~, we notice that all O^1−^ ions participating in redox during this step are located in the Li-O-Li Li-excess environments ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), validating Seo *et al*.'s hypothesis ([@R15]). Our calculations thus indicate that the delithiation step from Li~2~Mn~2~O~5~ to LiMn~2~O~5~ is dominated by anionic redox processes (that is, with O^2−^ being partially oxidized to O^1−^). For the LiMn~2~O~5~ phase, as shown in [Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the contribution from Mn orbitals (mainly t~2g~) to the valence band immediately below the *E*~F~ is still slightly lower than that from O, implying a preference for electron extraction from O ([Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) during the final stages of the charging process (Li~*x*~Mn~2~O~5~, 1 \> *x* \> 0). However, in the experimental studies, further oxidation of Mn^4+^ to Mn^5+^ was observed during this stage ([@R17]). Therefore, we suggest that some additional reaction mechanisms must account for the Mn oxidation during the final stage.

### Mixed cationic Mn^4+^/Mn^5+^ and anionic O^2−^/O^1−^ redox delithiation (Li~x~Mn~2~O~5~, 1 \> x \> 0)

During the final delithiation step, that is, LiMn~2~O~5~ to Mn~2~O~5~ (here, we examined the disordered SQS-Mn~2~O~5~ with the lowest DFT energy), we find that the Mn magnetizations are distributed from 3.3 to 1.9 μ~B~ (see fig. S6A), indicating that Mn^4+^ ions have been partially (one-sixth) oxidized to Mn^5+^. At the same time, the magnetizations of one-third of the O ions are found to be 0.71 to 0.82 μ~B~ (fig. S6B), implying a further oxidation of O^2−^ to O^1−^ (remember that we find that one-fifth of anions are O^1−^ in LiMn~2~O~5~). The coexistence of Mn^5+^ and O^1−^ is consistent with the experimental observations in the study of Freire *et al*. ([@R17]). As depicted in [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, we find that all the Mn^5+^ ions are tetrahedrally coordinated in this Mn/Li Vac disordered configuration. The observation of tetrahedrally coordinated Mn^5+^ confirms our discussion above that the oxidation of tetrahedrally coordinated Mn^4+^ to Mn^5+^ is energetically favored compared to the octahedrally coordinated Mn^4+^ because of the crystal field t~2g~/e~g~ effects ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we suggest that the Mn ion migration to tetrahedral positions is necessary in the final delithiation process toward Mn~2~O~5~, which corresponds to the oxidation of Mn from 4+ to 5+. At the same time, all the Mn ions in our ordered Mn~2~O~5~ (blue circle in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; 0.85 eV per Mn higher in energy than the disordered configuration), however, are still located in the octahedral sites, where the oxidation states are preserved at 4+, as shown in fig. S6A. As a result, the Mn migration not only enables the Mn^4+^ oxidation to Mn^5+^ but also lowers the energy of the system at this stoichiometry by 0.85 eV per Mn (see [Fig. 5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). To achieve a reversible redox reaction, these Mn^5+^ ions would need to migrate back to their original octahedral sites during the following lithiation (that is, the discharge process). The large reverse migration barrier (that is, at least 0.85 eV per Mn, the difference in DFT energetic stability between these two structures) will result in a significant kinetic barrier for the tetrahedral Mn^5+^ to migrate back to its original octahedral position; therefore, we suggest that this metal migration will impair the reversibility of the reaction. After the extended cycling of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ cathodes, it is likely that more Mn ions will migrate into the tetrahedral sites and get trapped. We suggest that the phase transformation caused by the Mn ion migrations could be one significant factor underlying the polarization between charge and discharge, as well as the capacity fade observed experimentally after the first cycle ([@R17]). We also suggest that improved performance and reversibility should be achieved by limiting charging to avoid the formation of Mn^5+^ and hence the migration of these metal cations.

The above results imply that a design strategy to improve the extended cyclability of the rock salt--type Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ cathodes would be to avoid Mn migration to the tetrahedral sites during the Mn^4+^/Mn^5+^ redox process. The electrochemical cycling of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ can be confined to a smaller range: Li~*x*~Mn~2~O~5~, 4 \> *x* \> 1, without removing all Li from the system and oxidizing Mn to 5+. Thus, improved cyclability could be achieved by sacrificing a limited amount of capacity. An alternate strategy to achieve this goal of improved reversibility would be to partially substitute Mn in Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ with other TM elements that can access the oxidation state of 5+ or above, thereby eliminating the need for oxidation of Mn to 5+. In the following section, we present a high-throughput DFT screening strategy to determine stable metal dopants (M) in Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ compounds.

TM doping in Li~4~Mn~2−*x*~M~*x*~O~5~ with accessible 5+ oxidation state or above
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We first start with all the metal elements (M) with possible oxidation states of 5+ or above: that is, M = Bi, Cr, Ir, Mo, Nb, Os, Pd, Pr, Pt, Re, Rh, Ru, Sb, Ta, V, and W ([@R39]). For each of these elements, we compute the properties of mixed-metal Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ compounds, specifically focusing on stability and mixing energy. The mixing energies between Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ and Li~4~M~2~O~5~ in Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ help to determine the stability of metal mixing in this structure. When the mixing energy (*E*~mix~) is found to be slightly negative or positive (near-zero, that is, −30 to 30 meV per site), the mixing entropy at finite temperatures will overcome the mixing energy, and hence, there will be a tendency for metal mixing in a solid solution. A larger positive mixing energy (\>30 meV per site) or a larger (in magnitude) negative mixing energy (\<−30 meV per site) would lead to phase separation in the former case and a quaternary ordered compound in the latter. These cases may have undesired phase transformations or possible mass transport kinetic limitations. As a result, we narrow down the list of our candidates to those with near-zero mixing energies between −30 and 30 meV per site in our study ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Similar to Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~, all Li~4~M~2~O~5~ compounds are unstable at *T* = 0 K, with the potential to be entropically stabilized at finite temperatures. For cases where the Li~4~M~2~O~5~ convex hull distance (that is, stability) is significantly positive, it will lead to an instability of the corresponding Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ compound. Here, we also exclude the Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ compounds with related Li~4~M~2~O~5~ convex hull distance larger than 50 meV per atom. In [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, we suggest the top Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ candidates with stability near the convex hull and a small mixing energy in the Mn sublattice (favoring solid solution formation). We predict that mixing with M = V and Cr as particularly promising additives. Predicted gravimetric capacities (theoretical) and average voltages of recommended candidates are listed in table S2. We expect that the doping/substitution of these elements into Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ cathodes will lead to reduced phase transformation and controlled anionic oxygen chemistry for further improved electrochemical performance, therefore calling for imminent experimental validations.

![HT-DFT screening for doping into the Mn sublattice in the Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ cathode system.\
We performed computational screening of mixing on the Mn sites with metal cations (M) that produce energetically stable Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ mixtures and have stable 5+ oxidation states by examining the mixing energy and Li~4~M~2~O~5~ stability. The top candidates with −30 \< *E*~mix~ \< 30 meV per site and the lowest formation energies are shown. Our top two TM dopant candidates in the Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ system are located in the left center of the plot: M = V and Cr.](aao6754-F6){#F6}

CONCLUSION
==========

Here, we exploit the structural and electrochemical properties of Li-rich rock salt Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ cathode materials using the first-principles DFT calculations. We simulate the disordered rock salt--type Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ structure using the SQS method. Then, we identify the ground-state structure of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ using an enumeration method by exploring geometrically distinct Li/Mn and O/Vac configurations on cation and anion sites of the rock salt structure, respectively. The ordered structure is predicted to have a much lower energy than the disordered structure. We reveal the underlying mechanism in the electrochemical delithiation process of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ that proceeds through a three-step reaction with a different dominant cationic/anionic redox process in each step: (i) Li~*x*~Mn~2~O~5~ (4 \> *x* \> 2; Mn^3+^/Mn^4+^), (ii) Li~*x*~Mn~2~O~5~ (2 \> *x* \> 1; O^2−^/O^1−^), and (iii) Li~*x*~Mn~2~O~5~ (1 \> *x* \> 0; Mn^4+^/Mn^5+^). We find that the oxidation of Mn^4+^ to Mn^5+^ can be achieved by the Mn ion migrations from the octahedral to the adjacent tetrahedral sites. A large barrier for Mn migration back to the octahedral site in the following lithiation process impairs the reversibility of the redox processes, which directly explains the capacity fades observed in Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ after the first cycle in experiment. Last, to improve the extended cyclability of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ cathode system, we search for a suitable dopant that can access the oxidation state of 5+ or above by evaluating the mixing energies and stabilities. We recommend the dopant candidates, including M = V and Cr in the Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ system, for further experimental investigations. Our theoretical findings provide valuable insights into the structural and electrochemical behavior of Li-rich Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ cathode materials and could help in designing the next-generation high--energy density LIB cathode materials for future research and development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

DFT calculations
----------------

All DFT calculations reported in this study were performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package ([@R49]--[@R52]) with the projector augmented-wave potentials ([@R53]) and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof ([@R54]) exchange correlation. A plane-wave basis with a cutoff energy of 520 eV and Γ-centered *k*-meshes with a density of 8000 *k*-points per reciprocal atom were used for all calculations. All calculations were spin-polarized, with Mn atoms initialized in a high-spin configuration and relaxed to self-consistency. Both ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) configurations of the Mn ions were used to explore the ground state of Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~, with the FM arrangement exhibiting a slightly lower energy (0.2 meV per atom). Therefore, the FM configuration was applied in all subsequent calculations. The DFT + *U* method introduced by Dudarev *et al*. ([@R55]) was used to treat the localized 3*d* electrons of Mn with a *U* of 3.8, obtained by fitting it to experimental and calculated formation enthalpies in a previous study ([@R42]). Phonon calculations were carried out with the frozen phonon approach as implemented in the Phonopy package ([@R56]), and phonon density of states was computed using a dense 30 × 30 × 30 mesh in the irreducible Brillouin zone. Furthermore, Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof screened hybrid functional (HSE06) ([@R57]) was used to accurately determine the energies and magnetic and electronic states of Mn and O in the delithiated phases with structures relaxed using DFT + *U*: Li~4−*x*~Mn~2~O~5~ (where *x* = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4).

Voltage profile calculations
----------------------------

The average lithiation/delithiation voltage (relative to Li/Li^+^) can be computed using the negative of the reaction free energy per Li added/removed, as shown in [Eq. 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} ([@R58])$$\mathit{V} = \frac{\Delta\mathit{G}_{f}}{\mathit{F}\Delta\mathit{N}_{\text{Li}}}$$where *F* is the Faraday constant, Δ*N*~Li~ is the amount of Li added/removed, and Δ*G*~f~ is the (molar) change in free energy of the reaction. Considering a two-phase reaction between Li~*x*~MO and Li~*y*~MO, Li~*x*~MO + (*y* − *x*)Li➝Li~*y*~MO, Δ*G*~f~ can be approximated by the total internal energies from DFT calculations neglecting the entropic contributions (*T* = 0 K)$$\Delta\mathit{E} = \mathit{E}(Li_{\mathit{y}}\text{MO}) - \mathit{E}(Li_{\mathit{x}}\text{MO}) - (\mathit{y} - \mathit{x})\mathit{E}(Li_{\text{metal}})$$where *E*(Li~*x*~MO) and *E*(Li~*y*~MO) are the DFT energies at the respective compositions. The neglect of entropic contributions means that the lithiation voltage profiles will follow the *T* = 0 K ground-state convex hull and consist of a series of constant voltage steps along the two-phase regions of the convex hull, separated by discontinuities that indicate the single-phase compounds on the hull. It is worth mentioning here that, in practice, lithiation/delithiation do not necessarily proceed through two-phase reactions. Thus, the calculated *T* = 0 K voltage profiles should be viewed as an approximation to the actual voltage profiles ([@R59]). At finite temperatures (for example, room temperature), the "steps" in the voltage profile became more rounded because of entropic effects ([@R60]).

Mixing energy
-------------

The tendency of two ordered rock salt Li~4~M~2~O~5~ and Li~4~M~2~′O~5~ (space group *Cmmm*) materials to mix and form a mixed-metal rock salt Li~4~MM′O~5~ structure can be evaluated by calculating the mixing energy as shown in [Eq. 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}$$\mathit{E}_{\text{mix}} = \mathit{E}(Li_{4}{(M,M\prime)}_{2}O_{5}) - 1/2(\mathit{E}(Li_{4}M_{2}O_{5}) + \mathit{E}(Li_{4}M\prime_{2}O_{5}))$$where *E*(Li~4~(M, M′)~2~O~5~), *E*(Li~4~M~2~O~5~), and *E*(Li~4~M′~2~O~5~) are the total energies of the *Cmmm* structure with two geometrically identical TM sites occupied by metal atoms M and M′, M alone, and M′ alone, respectively.
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fig. S1. Cationic ordering between Li and Mn in Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ and between Ga and Zr in Ga~2~Zr.

fig. S2. Na~4~Mn~2~O~5~ prototype structure with a space group *Fddd*.

fig. S3. Phonon dispersion of the ground-state LiMnO~2~.

fig. S4. Phonon dispersion of the ground-state Li~2~O.

fig. S5. Schematic illustration of the relative stabilities between the disordered and ordered Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~, as well as the decomposed combination, 2LiMnO~2~ + Li~2~O.

fig. S6. The magnetization and oxidation state evolution of Mn and O ions during delithiation.

table S1. Structure information of the Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ ground state.

table S2. Top Li~4~(Mn,M)~2~O~5~ cathode candidates from the HT-DFT screening with predicted gravimetric capacities (theoretical) and averaged voltages using Li~4~Mn~2~O~5~ as the benchmark.
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